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HT.4691 – targeted revision of  the General Block  Exemption  Regulation 

 

Estonia’s additional comments on the 2dt Draft of the Commission Regulation amending 

Regulation (EU) No 651/2014 declaring certain categories of ad compatible with the internal 

market on application of Articles 107 and 108 of the Treaty 

       

 

1. Draft Regulation Article 1(7) - amendments to the GBER Article 12 “Monitoring”.  

 

Estonia supports the proposal to amend Article 12 of GBER and to set out the possibility of 

ex post control on a sample basis.  

However, we consider important to extend a possibility of a sample-based ex-post verification 

of the compatibility to such fiscal aid schemes, where aid is not granted on the basis of tax 

declarations of beneficiaries but is still granted automatically. This would cover in general 

measures which establish a right to aid in accordance with objective criteria and without 

further exercise of discretion by the Member State. We propose the following wording of the 

first sentence of the GBER Article 12 (2):  
“In the case of schemes under which fiscal aid is granted automatically including where it is 

based on tax declarations of the beneficiaries, and where there is no ex ante control that all 

compatibility conditions are met for each beneficiary, Member States shall regularly verify once 

per fiscal year, at least ex post and on a sample basis, that all compatibility conditions are met, 

and draw the necessary conclusions.” 

Such approach is necessary for the implementation of the schemes based on Article 44 of GBER.  

 

2. Draft Regulation Article 1(14) - new wording of GBER Article 53 “Aid for culture 

and heritage conservation”, paragraph 2(a)    

 

The proposed new wording of Article 53 (2) (a) includes cinemas:  
“(a) museums, archives, libraries, artistic and cultural centres or spaces, theatres, cinemas, 

opera houses, concert halls, other live performance organisations, film heritage institutions and 

other similar artistic and cultural infrastructures, organisations and institutions;“ 
 

We would like the Commission to clarify whether inclusion cinemas to the list of 

purposes/activities will allow providing for cinemas operating aid e.g. for screening 

mainstream films and other commercial activities.  

 
 

3. Draft Regulation Article 1(2) - new point 154 “Definition for Aid for ports” 

 

We would like the Commission to clarify in the definition whether it covers marinas.  

 

4. Draft Regulation  Article 1 (17) – amendment of Article 58(1)    

 

According to Article 58(1) Regulation No 651/2014 will apply to any individual aid granted 

before its entry into force if the aid fulfils all the conditions laid down in GBER, with the 

exception of Article 9 of Regulation 651/2014 (“Publication and information”). 

The same wording and reference to Article 9 was in Article 44 of Regulation No 800/2008 

(previous GBER Regulation), but in that Regulation Article 9 covered also obligation to 

submit summary information about measure within 20 working days following entry into 

force Regulation No 800/2008.  
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The draft proposes to replace Article 58 paragraph 1 by the following:  

„'1. This Regulation shall apply to individual aid granted before the respective provisions of 

this Regulation have entered into force, where the aid fulfils all the conditions laid down in 

this Regulation, with the exception of Article 9.“  

 

In our opinion this wording does not give clarity in relation to the presentation of the 

summary information.  We suggest to retain the current wording of Article 58(1) of GBER 

and just to add reference to Article 11(a) as follows:  

“ 1.This Regulation shall apply to individual aid granted before its entry into force, if the aid 

fulfils all the conditions laid down in this Regulation, with the exception of Article 9 and 

Article 11 (a)” 

 

The question about GBER current Article 58(1) has been also put on the eState aid WIKI 

platform. 

 

5. Further proposals to make additional amendments in the GBER  

 

There is a comment from the implementers of European Territorial Cooperation (ETC) and 

European Neighbourhood Instrument (ENI) programmes about Article 20 of the GBER. Aid 

for cooperation costs incurred by SMEs participating in ETC projects needs considerable 

simplification, because the implementation of cooperation programmes in accordance with the 

GBER is very difficult and requires huge work load to all actors, because as a rule the projects 

involve partners from different countries with different types of state aid activities.  

 

Current regulation brings along different co-financing rates, difficulties and high pressure to 

project partners and all the levels of programme institutions, thus increasing the risk of 

systemic errors to a very high level. The implementation of cooperation programmes in 

accordance with the GBER causes very high administrative burden to all involved parties in 

all levels, the programmes are less attractive and in an unequal situation as compared to ESIF 

programmes that cover only one Member State. This outcome is in conflict with the spirit of 

simplification, which is the initiative of the European Commission and Member States, and 

harms the objective of ETC programmes, because many potential project partners find the 

situation overwhelming and loose interest towards the cooperation. 
 

As regards the proposal to amend Article 20 of the GBER, the aim is to cover all project 

beneficiaries, sectors and activities as well as increase the level of aid intensity; and to 

simplify the implementation of ETC and ENI programmes in the frames of current 

amendment of the GBER:  

1. Currently Article 20 covers only SMEs, but this is too limited for typical ETC and 

ENI programmes. Our proposal is to replace “SME” with “undertaking”; 

2. Expand Article 20 so that it covers all sectors and all activities because ETC and 

ENI projects cover a wide range of sectors, including some not covered by the GBER 

such as the primary sector of the economy, e.g. fisheries, aquaculture and agricultural 

production etc. Programmes currently have to combine Article 20 with other Articles 

of the GBER, which leads to different co-financing rates for different partners and 

activities within the same cooperation project. That is not a reasonable solution, 

because it is almost impossible to administer the programmes, because the level of 

administrative burden and risk of systemic errors are extremely high.  
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3. The permissible aid ceiling should be raised to be in accordance with average EU 

co-financing rate of the respective type of project partner, as foreseen in each 

concrete programme. This is especially important in case of ENI programmes, to 

ensure equal treatment of partners in the EU and outside EU. Similarly important is to 

ensure the same co-financing level to all activities on project partner level, because 

expanding article 20 to all sectors with co-financing rate on the average level of the 

programme remarkably simplifies the implementation of projects and increases the 

interest of potential project partners remarkably.  

4. It should be clarified that ENI programmes can also apply Article 20.  

 

Our proposal is to negotiate the content of Article 20 between the Member States and 

European Commission, involving also Interact and different ETC and ENI programmes, in the 

frames of the current amendment of the GBER to find a good solution how to simplify the 

implementation of state aid in the context of cooperation programmes.  

 

 

6. We  would also like to present comments and suggestions on the Estonian translation 

(formulated in Estonian): 

  

1) eelnõu tekstis asendada läbivalt sõna „rahastamiskõlblik“ (i.k eligible)  sõnaga 

„abikõlblik“ vastavas käändes, sest määruses on kasutatud terminit „abikõlblik“; 

2) eelnõu artiklite pealkirjades asendada läbivalt sõna „investeerimisabi“  (i.k 

investment aid)  tekstiga „investeeringuteks ettenähtud abi“, sest määruse teiste 

artiklite pealkirjades (nt artikkel 14 ja 26)  on kasutatud terminit „investeeringuteks 

ettenähtud abi“; 

3) eelnõu artikli 1 lg 2 (b): asendada sõna „amortiseerumistasusid“ (i.k depreciation 

charges) sõnaga „amortisatsioonitasusid“; 

4) eelnõu artikli 1  lg 4: asendada  sõna „intressimääraga“, sõnaga „turuväärtusega“;  

5) eelnõu artikli 1 lg 5 (a):   asendada sõna „linnaarenguabi“ (i.k urban development 

aid)  sõnaga „linnaarendusabi“, sest selline sõnastus on määruses seni kasutusel olnud;  

6) eelnõu artikli 1 lg 12:  eestikeelsest tõlkest on puudu „majutuskulud“ (i.k  

„accomodation costs“);  palume „accommodation costs“ tõlkimisel  kasutada 

„amortisatsiooni kulud“  asemel  „amortisatsioonikulud“;   

7) eelnõu artikli 1 lg 16:  uue artikli 56a lõike 5 teises  lauses ja lõikes 13  ei ole tõlgitud 

sõna „expected“  (e.k eeldatavalt);   

uue artikli 56a lõige 12: palume asendada tekstiosa „kaugetes piirkondades“  (i.k 

remote regions) sõnaga „äärealadel“, sest seda terminit kasutatakse läbivalt määruse 

tekstis; 

uue artikli 56 b lõike 2 punkt b:  palume „access infrastructure“ tõlkimisel  kasutada 

„juurdepääsu  taristu“ asemel  „juurdepääsutaristu“ (analoogselt  artikli 2 punktiga 

159).  
 

Ministry of Finance of Estonia 

 

Tallinn,  

December 7, 2016  


